Phone payments made simple

Paytia Payments Platform
Technical overview
This document is for Paytia customers and partners wishing to learn more about the design, security and service resilience of the
Paytia Platform and the services that it supports.
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Introduction
Losses from card-payment fraud world-wide was $32 billion 2020 — a three-fold increase since 2009. As commerce moves
increasingly away from the high street to remote interactions, the need for better consumer protection has never been greater. This is
none more so than for payments made over the phone.
Paytia estimates that 90% of organizations that have the controls and systems to do this securely during customer calls. This not only undermines trusts among
consumers that, reasonably, expect security to be similar irrespective of how they pay, but also puts the sellers at risk of fines or payment surcharges for
non-compliance with Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).
The problem is that no effective solutions have existed to address the mass market beyond large contact centers. Until now.
The Paytia Payments Platform provides a suite of cloud services that enable businesses of all sizes — from owner operator to international enterprise — to take card
payments by phone anywhere and anytime. The result: increased customer trust, compliance with PCI DSS and reduced exposure to data-protection regulations
such as CCPA and GDPR.
These services are delivered from the Paytia Payments Platform, a globally scalable cloud-based platform that is designed to support simple and seamless
integration with businesses’ communications providers, payment service providers, and business deployment in minutes rather than weeks.
In addition to adopting latest secure cloud technologies, Paytia applies an approach to secure-payment handling that increases protection to buyers’ card data
without the costs, inflexibilities and risks associated with legacy technologies such as DTMF masking, pause-and-resume.
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Paytia Payments Platform and services overview
The Paytia Payments Platform is built on Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure. Paytia and the Platform are independently certified as a PCI DSS Level 1
Service Provider. The Platform scales seamlessly world-wide.
integration modes are not covered in detail within this document — for more
information contact us.
Integration with payment service providers: Paytia is integrated with all
leading payment service providers.
Customer-data protection and PCI DSS compliance made easy: Paytia
abstracts sellers and communication providers from all significant PCI DSS
requirements —95% of the entire requirements list. This not only reduces the
compliance burden but Paytia frees customer teams to work anywhere and
still take payments securely.
Take any type of payment: Payments are processed directly into users’
merchant account(s). Any type of payment can be taken — one-time,
recurring or reserves, or pay-later — in any currency. Paytia also supports
advanced address verification and Strong Customer Authentication (SCA).
Telephony interoperation: Paytia interoperates transparently with the
businesses’ existing communications services/telecoms providers to enable
sellers to take payments at any time during calls without undermining the
customer experience. Recognising the complexity and diversity of the
voice-communications technology landscape, Paytia has multiple methods
of connecting its services to suit any situation or requirement. Telephony
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Adapt to suit operational processes: Payment and order information
collected during a call can be customized; users can search and export
transaction history, and receive scheduled reports and alerts. Using Paytia's
APIs, transaction details and notifications to your commerce, accounting, or
any other business application.
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Paytia Secure Payment Services

●

Paytia enables businesses to take payments at any time using three
products:

●

●

Keyphone: For micro/small businesses and field operatives,
Keyphone enables card payments to be taken securely during
customer calls, without needing a card reader, computer or a data
connection.
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Secure Virtual Terminal: For businesses of any size that want to take
card payments securely and efficiently during customer calls from
wherever staff work — office, home or hot desk.
Auto-pay: Secure payments when staff are unavailable or there is no
requirement to have staff on the call

Whereas Keyphone offers simplicity and convenience, Secure Virtual Terminal
provides efficiency and flexibility. Using its web-based interface, sellers have
more flexibility to, among other things, offer customers the ability to take
different types of payments and to pay later via a link to a Paytia payments
page that is sent to the consumer. (“Link to Pay”)
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Secure data capture — how it works
The Paytia Secure Payment process protects consumer’s sensitive authentication card data during calls using a process referred to as “channel separation”. This is
explained in the following diagram.
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The Paytia approach has the following advantages over existing methods.

Foolproof approach that requires no training
Payments cannot be taken without the Paytia Secure Payment process being
invoked. As a result, there is no opportunity for the seller’s staff member to
hear the card data or for their customer to inadvertently speak it
Other approaches such as ‘pause-and-resume’ and ‘DTMF masking’ require
an added level of staff training in order to ensure these events don’t occur

Abstraction from PCI DSS requirements
As a PCI DSS Level 1 certified service, Paytia removes the need for sellers from
having to secure their working environments and other associated controls.
The details of what PCI DSS obligations are removed and those few that
remain are detailed in other documentation. Please contact Paytia Sales if
you require further information.
In contrast, if staff are taking card payments by phone aurally, they must
have no way to record customer’s card data. This means working in secure
‘clean’ areas, removal of all means of recording information — paper and
digital — and pausing any call recording that may be taking place. This is
expensive to set up, uses more floor space and requires staff monitoring. And
of course, fails to address home working.
Instead, using Paytia sellers can take payments anywhere securely — at
home, at a hot desk or even on the move.
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Maintains positive customer experience
Seller and buyer remain in touch throughout the payment process. And from
both buyer and sellers’ perspectives the process is intuitive and simple.
If a customer is having problems submitting information, the seller will be
aware of it via the Paytia Voice Assistant.. Either buyer or seller can stop the
process and continue their call together at any time.
Paytia also ensures consistency of service is ensured because it is a fully
orchestrated process.

Avoids weaknesses of DTMF masking
Paytia’s channel-separation approach was developed in response to
shortcomings recognised in “DTMF masking”. DTMF masking allows buyer and
seller to remain conversing throughout the call while the buyer submits their
details using the keypad, and the seller cannot distinguish what tones are
being typed.
This approach has two weaknesses. First, buyers can unwittingly disclose card
numbers to the seller — referred to as “DTMF bleed” — which among other
things can result in being stored on call recordings.
Second, DTMF masking relies on sensitive card data being communicated via
the “SIP” data channel, whereas in the case of Paytia, card data is
communicated within the voice (RTP) channel. This reduces the ‘attack
surface’, which significantly increases deployment flexibility and by extension,
operational efficiency and user experience.
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Platform architecture
Significant effort has been invested in building an architecture that is
scalable on a global basis, and offers security levels that, as a minimum,
meet the requirements of PCI DSS.
Platform services automatically scale.
AWS instances are built to a security-hardened specification using a
deployment-orchestration service which automatically handles server build
and recycling, capacity provisioning, load balancing, auto-scaling and
application health monitoring.
The Paytia Platform can be deployed across AWS regions and data centers
without the need for revalidation to the standards.
AWS VPCs (Virtual Private Clouds) are deployed to ensure network isolation:
Test systems are separated from live systems, and no customer data is used
for testing. Staging environments which use live data have the same security
measures as the live systems.
Paytia’s card-data environment has no physical connection with the
company’s internal network.
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Security
Certification
and audit

Personnel

Paytia is a certified PCI DSS Level 1 service provider, independently audited by a qualified security assessor (QSA).
The AWS cloud infrastructure on which the Paytia Platform runs, supports all major security standards and compliance certifications
including PCI-DSS, HIPAA/HITECH, FedRAMP, GDPR, FIPS 140-2, and NIST 800-171.
Staff security is ensured through enforcement of comprehensive policies covering recruitment, training, password management,
through to access control.
Access to systems is granted on a least-privilege model on a needs-basis only. For critical systems, rights will only be granted
temporarily. Access rights are reviewed regularly. When they are no longer required they are removed. All access is logged and the logs
maintained for twelve months.

Design: Paytia’s systems architecture has been developed using best-practice principles. This starts from a zero-trust basis: AWS
network security instances are built to a security-hardened specification using a deployment-orchestration service which automatically handles server
build and recycling, capacity provisioning, load balancing, auto-scaling and application health monitoring.

Systems and

New features or changes are reviewed for security impact as part of a security risk-assessment process which is applied at design
conception through to deployment.
Data security and encryption: Security of customer data is achieved through the application of best-practice architectural and
security design principles, and in line with PCI DSS Level 1 requirements..
Encryption IS applied across all areas of data transit, storage, user-access points and interfaces to external services.
Multi-level encryption is applied; for example: HTTPS/TLS 1.2-plus; Open SSH; database encryption using AWS Key Management Services.
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Network isolation: AWS VPCs (Virtual Private Clouds) are deployed to ensure network isolation: Test systems are separated from live
systems, and no customer data is used for testing. Staging environments which use live data have the same security measures as the
live systems.
Paytia’s card-data environment has no physical connection with the company’s internal network.

Physical
security
Application
design

AWS data centres operate a comprehensive control environment with policies, security processes and control activities covering
people, processes, and technology. For more information visit: https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/data-center/controls/
Application design and changes are reviewed for their security impact prior to deployment in accordance with the company’s security
risk-assessment process.
Security-vulnerability scanning software is run over new code releases prior to launch and weekly thereafter. Structured code reviews
are carried out as part of the development process to enforce best practice.
All changes are tracked and logged centrally.

Change
management
Threat
monitoring

Paytia applies a formal change-management process whereby changes to operational systems and infrastructure are tracked and
documented, authorised, tested and approved.
Vulnerability scanning is carried out weekly and as part of systems and applications change management. Scanning covers OWASP
top-ten vulnerabilities.
Internal and external penetration tests are carried out by a PCI-DSS Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV) quarterly.

System
monitoring

A managed security information and event management (SIEM) service is used to provide systems event logging and monitoring.
The service provides systems-log capture, analysis and threat detection and AI-driven analysis and alerts.
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